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AWARDS



Best Delegate    
The Best Delegate Award is the most prestigious award delegates can receive . It is awarded
to the delegate who has has proposed creative and effective ideas consistently, while
demonstrating the utmost level of respect and diplomacy. Their contributions should reflect
an extensive understanding of their state’s foreign policy (or character’s stance) and should
entail feasible solutions that would advance debate. The delegate must be a strong speaker
that presents quality arguments and responses throughout committee. To reiterate, this
award will be given to a delegate who contributes quality arguments that promote
meaningful debate, which is not always reflected by the quantity of speaking time.
     

Honourable Mention
The Honourable Mention Award is given to the delegate who effectively demonstrates diverse
negotiation tactics to reconcile opposing views in debate to pass the resolution and further
debate. The delegate chosen will be one who empathizes with other states, tries to
understand different arguments, and collaborates with other delegations to take affirmative
action and strong stances on the issue(s) being discussed.. This award is also given to a
delegate who has illustrated significant growth and/or improvement in committee sessions.
     

Twitter Award   
This award is given to the delegates who effectively use their Twitter accounts throughout the
conference to creatively advance debate within their committee. The delegates will have well-
versed understanding of their power, and thus use effective rhetoric to further their state’s
priorities and interests throughout the committee sessions. The usage of Twitter is a different
negotiation tactic and can be slightly informal. However, each tweet must be respectful and
the amount of respect given will be taken into great consideration when deciding on the
recipient of the award. Furthermore, the delegates will engage with other delegates in
different committees, becoming the agent of connection throughout the entire conference.


